Water Efficiency Quiz
1

How many
litres of water
would you use
to fill a
bath?

A 40 litres
B 60 litres
C 80 litres

3

On average, A 150 litres
B 110 litres
how much
water does a C 80 litres
person in the
UK use in a
day?

5

In which
area of the
home do we
use the most
water?

4

Which of
the following
uses the most
water?

A 1 load of
washing in a
washing machine
B Flushing the
toilet once
C Having a
shower

6

A Bathroom
B Outside
C Kitchen

Typically,
how many litres
of water does a
hose or sprinkler
use in an
hour?

When using
A Always fill up
the kettle how
the kettle to the
much water
maximum level
should you
B Only as much as
boil?
you need
C Half a kettle

8

7

A 50 litres
B 540 litres
C 1054 litres

9

What’s the
A Put a jug of
best way to
water in the fridge
get cold
B Run the tap for 30
water?
seconds until the cold
water comes out
C Put a glass of water
outside overnight

11

A 5 minutes
B 8 minutes
On average, C 10 minutes
how much time
do people take
to have a
shower?

2

Where
A In the bin
should you put
B
Pour
the hot fat
cooking fats
down the sink
and oil?
C Flush it down the
toilet

What should
you do when
brushing your
teeth?

A Stand on one
leg
B Leave the tap
running
C Turn the tap off

A Flush them
down
the toilet
10
B On the compost
Where
heap
should you put
C
In
the bin
‘flushable’
wipes?

12

Where
should you put
used paper
towels?
A Flush them
down the toilet
B In the bin
C Down the sink

Water Efficiency Quiz Answers
2

1

How many
litres of water
would you use
to fill a
bath?

3

5

In which
area of the
home do we
use the most
water?

On average,
how much time
do people take
to have a
shower?

C 80 litres

On average,
A 150 litres
how much
water does a
person in the
UK use in a
day?

B 8 minutes

4

Which of
the following C Having a shower
uses the most
water?

6

A Bathroom

When using
the kettle how
much water B Only as much as
should you
you need
boil?

8

7

Typically,
how many litres
of water does a
hose or sprinkler
use in an
hour?

B 540 litres

What should
you do when
brushing your
teeth?

C Turn the tap off

9

What’s the
best way to
get cold
water?

10

A Put a jug of
water in the fridge

C In the bin

Where
should you put
‘flushable’
wipes?

12

Where
should you put
used paper
towels?

11

Where
should you put
cooking fats
and oil?

A In the bin

B In the bin

